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Cut Out 260° Manual
Reset. Use with many of these Model Series 80MGF3/4-100A, 80MGF3/4-100S, 80MGF3/4X-100A, Works with Models 78UGF4-1, G20Q2-75, 1 G20Q2E-75, 4, Fits Models 80MGF3/4-120A 1, 80MGF3/4-120A 2, 80MGF3/4-120A 3. M replied 1 year ago. Heath.M: Heath.M: I can't tell if there is a door switch from my manual pause between blower on and off less than 1 sec. Heath.M:

Home _ 80mgf3-4-100a-1 80MGF Series Service Manual
60L22 -- 1/2 HP BLOWER MOTOR WITH MOUNTS
1075 RPM 115 VOLT 60 HERTZ 1 PHASE.

80mgf3 4-100a-1 Manual

>>>CLICK HERE<<<
RepairClinic Item # 2332648. Grid is 1 inch square. Control Module - Part # 2332648 Mfg Part # 81W03. Ignition control board. OEM Part - Manufacturer #81W03.

Will work on most furnaces that need direct drive 3/4, 1/2, 1/3 or 1/5 HP motor. Brand new in box, comes with manual, installation guide and everything pictured. 2 3 4 6 80MGF3/4-100A1 2 3 4 6 80MGF3/4-100S1 2 3 4 6 80MGF3/4-120A1.

Motor Specifications are: 230 Volts.83 Amps 3000 RPM Shaded Pole 3.3" Diameter Motor Ball Bearing Thermally Protected Wheel Dimensions 4-3/4" x 1-1/4.
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